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Description: Little princesses are the well-known Belle and Stella, as well as their faithful little helpers and good fairies. We
still have their surprise, because in the new animated series called "Miss Trainering and Cutes Moment" you can see the

continuation of how, together with their friends, they were on an extraordinary planet where real monsters lived. The heroes of
the series are the most ordinary kids who, just like in real life, are very fond of sweets and do not stop dreaming about new
fashionable novelties. All that children need is that they have a mother, father and beloved friends who will always be with
them and will always be able to help them. But they, as always, face various difficulties and cannot cope with them on their
own. And all, why? They do not yet know that in their life they have a big and responsible mission, which is that they must

teach little princesses, play with them, and most importantly, be their mentors and best friends. After all, mom and dad very
often forget about them and devote only some days to them, which, in fact, are the greatest joy in their little life. Little girls get

into various troubles and, as they say, they face big problems. Their main enemies are not just anyone, but terrible and evil
monsters, who are terribly and it is not clear what they want, because the kids cannot cope with them and cannot become

defenders in any way. Will the little princess be able to cope with her enemies, and will she be able to teach the main
characters what is good and what is evil, will they forever remember their scary adventures and dangerous situations, and can

they be helped by little fairies who are around
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